
Order of Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I would recommend this ___________________ book to all students.1.
(little/admirable)

admirable little

He searched the pockets, but instead of the purse, found only a
____________ silver coins, which he knew he had not possessed at the time
of his capture.

2.

(large/few)
few large

He is so pitiful, ___________ fellow!3. (poor/old)poor old

It is the ___________ one of profit without conscience.4. (same/old)same old

Every ________________ court imagined itself a Versailles.5.
(German/little)

little German

I was in want of boots, of clothes, of the ______________ varnish that
makes a man perceptible.
6.

(human/whole)
whole human

This church, swept and garnished, is a triumph of _________________
restoration.
7.

(modern/Italian)
modern Italian

In the morning of the seventeenth, ______________ batteries were
opened in the second parallel, which poured in a weight of fire not to be
resisted.

8.

(several/new)

several new

But the _______________ fellow knew how to defend his liberty, and had
already released himself from his assailant when other servants grasped him.
9.

(young/sturdy)

sturdy young

And the fact that his ________________ thermometer had now run up so
that it threatened to burst the bulb, rendered him less likely than ever to see
what was happening with other people's.

10.

(own/spiritual)

own spiritual

Perceiving that Pandora was resolved to find out the secret, he
determined that his playfellow should not be the ____________ person in the
cottage.

11.

(wise/only)
only wise
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Of ants there are _________________ kinds; but the greatest number of
species belong to warm countries, where, indeed, they are most useful.
12.

(many/different)

many different

He was dressed in a ______________ suit and wore gray yarn stockings
and shoes with brass buckles.
13.

(black/rusty)
rusty black

A ___________ notes peal over the valley.14. (wild/few)few wild

The least fracture now will be like a name engraved with the point of a pin
on the tender rind of a young oak; the wound will enlarge with the tree, and
posterity read it in _____________ characters.

15.

(grown/full)full grown

I saw ___________________ vessels among them.16. (American/several)several American

Isolation from the _________________ stream of thought and agitation is
stagnation.
17.

(great/historic)
great historic

She began to enumerate the ________________ things that they might
never see again.
18.

(many/valuable)
many valuable

Then he watched her for the ___________ minutes.19. (next/few)next few

The bull was one of the largest and fiercest of his kind, and a very old one
too, as I could tell by the bases of his ______________ horns nearly meeting
over his forehead, as well as by his dark colour.

20.

(thick/black)
thick black
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